2020-2021

ELIGIBILITY DESCRIPTION
Clinical Faculty Payments for Posgraduate Clinical Teaching with Patient Care

Eligibility criteria as per the PGME Funding Guidelines:
Members of UBC clinical faculty
•         APP Physicians may claim for the teaching hours that are in EXCESS of those provided in their APP contract. (Support
documentation to be provided by the Departmental/Division Chair and/or Program Director)
Who is NOT eligible?
•         Faculty who are in CASC arrangements
•         Faculty who have a full time salary arrangement with the hospital or University
•         Grant tenured faculty
•         Faculty paid by third parties with contracts that contain language including “concurrent teaching”
Guidelines:
Payment for supervision is based on the actual time taken to teach about the case being supervised and this will vary from
setting to setting.
The supervision must be either face to face (including videolink) or by a specific phone call to discuss the case (availability by
phone does not count). Payment is made only once for Residents taught as a group. Only one supervisor at a time can be
paid for a single Resident; if you are co-supervising please ensure your colleague does not bill for the same teaching time.

Payment is based on teaching outside of regular patient care. If you receive payment for patient care (sessional, salary or
fee for service etc) you CANNOT also bill for supervision time. For example, you watch a Resident interview for 50 minutes
and present the case for 10 minutes and then have a 10 minute discussion about the case and associated issues. You can
only bill for 20 minutes (10 minutes presentation plus 10 minutes discussion) and not for the 50 minute interaction if you
receive any payment from any source for the patient contact.
If you are uncertain about your eligibility for these funds please contact the Office of Clinical Faculty Affairs.
Office of Clinical Faculty Affairs
Phone: 604-875-4111 ext. 68647
Fax: 604-875-5418
Email: ocfa.med@ubc.ca
Departments and programs are advised that the allocation and funding model for clinical teaching combined with patient
care is currently under review and the pay rate and model of allocation may change next year.

